
It is important to explain the situation of /M/ for various Asian languages, in-
cluding Korean, (Mandarin) Chinese, and Japanese (though not limited to East
Asia). We will start from what we wrote about it for these three languages. It is a
curious fact that some ‘authors' do not even include it among the phonemes of
Chinese. Some others, at least, introduce /…/ for Chinese, although that is not the
best choice (but, at least, they do not ignore it completely).

Let us consider only the neutral accent of each of these three languages. In
di‡erent regional accents, things are more or less di‡erent (as can be seen from our
series ‘X Pronunciation “ Accents' for Korean, Chinese, and Japanese). 11 further
languages are added at the end of the paper. 

However, limiting our discussion to their neutral (and mediatic, and social) ac-
cents, we will show (with vocograms) what they actually are. All other peculiari-
ties can be found in our aforementioned works.

«rst of all, let us have a general look at the lip positions for our high vocoids.
Of course, here, we are more interested in those regarding /M/ (including its gen-
eral palatogram).

Unfortunately, too often di‡erent authors use /M/ (M), unscientifically placed ex-
actly as shown in the following traditional quadrilaterals. <ey use a dot on impos-
sible points on the figure for this non-rounded vocoid, according to outdated o‚cial
IPA principles. <at on the left might be almost acceptable, but not that on the right.
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For Korean, we present three vocograms, which are self-explanatory.

For Chinese, six vocograms (see above) illustrate the situation of its /M/.
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/M/ (M[M])

traditional  
neutral 
Korean

mediatic 
Korean

/M/ (M[M])  
“ /MM/ (M[;]M)

modern  
neutral 
Korean

/M/ (&[M])

/M/ (M[M])

/M/ (M[M])

neutral 
Chinese

neutral 
Chinese 
(unstressed 
reduced in  
fast speech)

neutral  
Chinese 
(unstressed 
weaker in  
quicker  
speech)

mediatic 
Chinese

/M/ (M[M])

mediatic 
Chinese when  
precededed 
or followed  
by other V 

/M/ (M[M], û, È)

mediatic 
Chinese in  
quicker speech 

/M/ (ï)
/M/ (û)



For Japanese we present seven vocograms. <e first vocogram shows /M/ (u)
(lips with half-rounding). <e second vocogram shows /M/ (represented as (¡),
with ‘compressed' half-rounding), which occurs mainly in stressed syllables. Notice
that we use the symbol /M/ as the phonemic symbol of our (unrounded high back-
central) canIPA (M) (instead of our truly back (*), corresponding to the o‚cial
IPA one, (M)). We are doing this for all the languages we are discussing, specifical-
ly for their similarities and di‡erences.

However, in works specific to Japanese, we prefer to use the more accurate sym-
bol /u/ (u), even phonemically, more grounded in reality (possibly adding (M◊ )).

<e third and fourth vocograms show the colloquial and mediatic variants of
/M/. <e fifth vocogram presents peculiarities of female, male, and young speak-
ers. <e last two vocograms, respectively, show how /M/ is realized in the ‘yakuza'
and ‘jeipoppu' (music, J-pop) accents.
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neutral 
Japanese 
‘unstressed'

neutral 
Japanese 
‘stressed'

mediatic 
Japanese

yakuza 
Japanese

jeipoppu 
Japanese

colloquial 
Japanese

colloquial neutral 
Japanese

/MM/ (uu)
/M/ (u)

/MM/ (¡¡)
/M/ (¡)

/M/ (U, ±u), /MM/ (uU)
/M4M7/ (y4y7, ±u4U7) 
 after (n-t-d-q-Q-s-z-r),
/M4M7/ (Y4Y7, ±u4U7) 
 after (m-p-b-B-F)

/MM/ yf(%&) ym(˚¢)
/M/ yf(%, ≠T) ym(˚, ≠&)

/M/ m(3, ≠4)
/MM/ m(Ww)

/M/ (4, ±w),  
/’Mò/ (û, ≠¢)

/MM/ (Ww)

/M4M7/ ≠(34u7) /M4M7/ (¯4¯7)



Eleven further Asian languages are added here for the same /M/ phoneme.
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Chuvash
/M/ (=)

Azeri
/M/ (M)

Nenets
/M[:]/ (M[:])

Sel'kup
/M/ (M)

Kazakh
/M/ (ûM, ’û)

<ai
/M[M]/ (û[M])
/MX/ (ûx)

Lao
/M/ (M) 
/MÈ/ (MÙ)

Khmer

Vietnamese

/M[M]/ (û[M])
/MMX/ (ûMx)

 /MMx/ (M;X, M;xò)
/MM/ (MM) /MMi/ (M;i)

/MMu/ (M;u)

Shanghainese
/M/ (M[M])
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neutral Turkish

traditional Turkish

mediatic Turkish

/M:/ (Mû)

/M:/ (…¢)

/M[:]/ 
±(M[M], —û|)  
 ≠(…[…], —¢| ’È|) 
(≠≠’É|)
/M:/ (+ûX)

/M/ (M, —û[ù]|)

/M/ (…, —¢[ù]|)

/M[:]/ (û[û],  
—û[ù]|, ’û, ’X|)


